Across the stars is a new horizon. Build your homestead, farm alien crops, and explore a captivating landscape.

STORY

Welcome to the Frontier! Begin your new life on a strange and beautiful planet as you build up your homestead, farm alien crops, and use your mech to explore what this new landscape has to offer. Enjoy our relaxing farming adventure with up to three friends when it lands in Early Access, Spring 2023!

Combining the utility of a mech with the peaceful experience of starting a farm, the world of Lightyear Frontier is full of mystery and wonder. Seek out new plants to add to your harvest as you travel through the planet’s environments, uncovering ancient secrets and making new friends along the way. Establish your presence in harmony with nature, using the tech you research to create a sustainable and successful farm.

FEATURES

- Explore a vast new planet packed to the brim with landmarks and mysteries, complete with various biomes to discover
- Gather and grow resources for crafting, selling, or research to unlock new buildings, tools, and upgrades
- Customize and improve your very own mech with an assortment of unique components to increase performance and change the way your mech operates
- Join an interplanetary neighborhood, partner up with your local scanner satellite and befriend your off-planet neighbors
- Play solo or with up to 3 friends online, to invite them along on your adventure, or simply give a tour of your planet
- Create a sustainable lifestyle by carefully managing your ecosystem’s resources
- Domesticate different species of wildlife, creating your very own alien ranch
- Endure environmental hazards and weather conditions through changing seasons and other hardships
- Relax to a chill cosmic country soundtrack

GAME DETAILS:

Platforms: Xbox Series S/X - Windows PC
Launch Date: Spring 2023
Genre: Farming/Adventure
Ratings: ESRB Everyone / PEGI 7
Players: 1 - 4
Developer: FRAME BREAK
Suggested retail price: TBD
URL: lightyearfrontier.com